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SOME STAGGERING STATISTICS**

+ 65,000 tonnes of quality reuseable products 
are currently being put into landfill by London     
householders alone each year

+Only 6,000 tonnes, around 10%, are   
currently being diverted away from landfill by  
re-use organisations

+ 40,000 tonnes is the Mayor’s target to be 
diverted through re-use by 2015

+ In 2009-2010, 1.5 million tonnes of 
clothing went to landfill 

+ In the past year UK councils sent over 12 
million tonnes of waste, including over 1.5 
million tonnes of clothing, to UK landfill sites.

** Figures sourced from LCRN / DEFRA. December 2011.
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ORIGINAL CONCEPT

Revenue

Skills & training

Products

Commercial waste

LINKING TOGETHER EXPERIENCED UPCYCLERS AND NEW TALENT
A MANUFACTURING BASE AND LOCAL ENTERPRISE CLUSTER 
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“WHAT I LAST THREW OUT AND 
WHAT I’D   TURN IT IN TO...”

JULY 2011

BUILDING A COMMUNITY OF INTEREST
The production line game was thought up to engage families, children, local residents and curious passers-by 
in the re-valuing of ‘waste’. Participants were asked to think about the last item they threw away and what 
they might do instead, to transform that item into something more valuable. Ideas included converting a 
washing machine into a dog kennel and a yoghurt carton into a model car! The Industri[us] team took the 
game to the Thrive Festival in Newham and the Open House event with Children’s City which took place on the 
empty Canning Town site.
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NOVEMBER 2011

A BROWN FIELD
After being awarded the Canning Town site in October 2011, we set foot on site for the first time one month 
later. What we found was a lot of flattened rubble and weeds, as well as traces of the housing estate that 
once occupied the site - pavements, street lights and even flower beds with rose bushes!  We knew we would 
need a lot of help to make Industri[us] happen in Canning Town and went away for six months to find the right 
people to help us realise our first project.
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PARTNERS ON BOARD

GREEN GIFTS 
We were very fortunate to partner with Groundwork London, a charity specialising in training through 
landscaping and Serco an international service company.  Their physical and in-kind support were invaluable.

With the end of Spring came deliveries by Conways of plants and whole show gardens from Chelsea and 
Hampton Court Flower Shows. We returned to the site in May 2012 where Groundwork London and Serco had 
already gotten underway with rotivating the earth to remove weeds and scattering grass seed.
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CONSTRUCTION BEGINS

By June, a number of young people had started their traineeships under the skill and guidance of Groundwork 
London and Serco. Hoardings were sprayed with I N D U S T R I [ U S ], public squares were laid brick by brick 
and flowers and bushes planted out on to what was now a grassy mound. Local artists’ collective Rosetta Arts 
began the Artlympic Wall, which would form part of the East End Art Trail. Isle of Thanet (IOT) Scaffolding also 
began the assembly of Makeshift pavilion, and as the metal poles grew further up towards the sky each day, 
so did our excitement as we realised the festival really could and would happen.
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ROBOT BUILD

In the same month, the artists’ collective ROBOTS>>>> built the Canning Town Giant, a site specific art 
installation made from reclaimed timber. It was conceived as a large crouching human figure, with one hand 
gripping the hoardings and the other holding on to a tree, looking towards Canning Town station and acting 
as a marker, drawing attention through its scale and audacity:

“In the way that nature reclaims a building, the frozen state of this giant has invited inhabitants to populate 
its surface. Industrious birds and other tree dwelling critters have built little houses all over the figure [...] 
echoing the surrounding human dwellings in the real world, housing estates, tower blocks etc.”
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SCALING UP

JULY 2012
July brought a lot of sunshine... and 
equal amounts of heavy rain! The 
landscaping neared completion, its 
progress boosted by Balfour Beatty 
with their daily deliveries of unused 
materials from the nearby Olympic 
road works. Oxford Brooke’s playful 
ping pong pavilion was delivered and 
the Makeshift pavilion completed. 
Most memorably, the ‘two Pauls’ 
from Serco helped Industri[us] team 
members to scale the facade of the 
Makeshift scaffolding skeleton to 
attach unwanted items that had been 
saved from landfill by Bikeworks 
and Newham’s very own Wombles, 
serving as a playful reminder of the 
concept behind Industri[us] and the 
Festival of Upcycling.  
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AUGUST 2012

SIGNAGE BY “DUGGAL VISUAL SOLUTIONS” FROM USA
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VISITORS ENJOYING FOOD
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NIGHT TIME ENTERTAINMENT / LIGHT SHOW
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ROY & DANNY FRANK PETER

STEPHEN GW TRAINEE BOB

SUCCESS STORIES
During the construction phase of the festival, 
young people from the local area were engaged in 
traineeships with Groundwork London and Serco to 
deliver the built elements and landscaping of the 
project. Ten of these trainees have gone on in to full-
time employment. 

In addition, a number of local people from Newham’s 
volunteer bank donated their time to help with site 
clearance and the watering of plants.

SIAN & RUBY
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GW TRAINEE CLARE RACHEL

JOHN & STUARTCHRISTO & LOUIS

JOHN, CHRISTINA & CRONA RICKI & GW TRAINEE
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LESSONS LEARNT
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Other lessons we learnt:

 + One of the problems was that the real project was          

         elsewhere (could have been located within the

        Olympic Park), so key parties didn’t engage.   

 + “Interim” is a better term than “meanwhile”.

 + Commitment of partners - pro bono means you have

        no power and everything is dependant on trust.

 + Lack of experience / expertise. 

WHAT WE LEARNT
In November 2012, the Architecture Foundation (AF) 
interviewed Industri[us] for their ‘Learning from Others’ 
research piece on ‘Creating Closed Loop Systems in 
Meanwhile Construction’ that they carried out on for 
London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC).

In the AF’s analysis they drew out some of the useful 
lessons learnt from Industri[us], including “what works” for 
such projects:

 + Building strong links with the local community.

 + Offering training opportunities at the construction   
    phase and throughout the project.

 + Producing complimentary events and public  
    programmes to attract new audiences.

 + Hosting a series of different functions on one site to  
    increase the offer.

 + Working with partners you can rely on to offer  
    additional support.

 + Timing - in all respects.




